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Screwflation 

Former Dallas Fed President Richard Fisher will be the keynote speaker at the 2022 Alloya 
Leadership Symposium, happening in Chicago from September 7-9. Mr. Fisher is an 
extremely entertaining and provocative speaker with vast experience in the world of 
finance and central banking. His insights and discussion will, in and of itself, make this year’s 
Symposium well worth the trip to the Windy City.   

But don’t take it from me. Consider what legendary Former Fed Chairman “Tall Paul” 
Volcker said about Mr. Fisher:   

Speaking on behalf of the Alloya team we hope to see you in Chicago in September!  

SHADES OF THE DUST BOWL  

The one commodity that remains entrapped by global supply chain constraints is food. A 
gallon of milk up about 25% since before the pandemic, and retail bacon 35% higher. Heck, 
a 40-pound box of chicken wings was about $85 pre pandemic. Now, it can go as high as 
roughly $150. Expenses for cooking oil and flour have nearly doubled in the past five 
months. Just crazy! 

Don't expect food price inflation to abate any time soon. Take a look at the startling graph 
below. Wheat has TRIPLED following Russia's invasion of Ukraine. And Russia is the world’s 
top exporter of wheat whereas Ukraine is the 5th largest exporter.  

Making matters much worse, India – the second largest producer of wheat – halted wheat 
exports to address domestic supply concerns.   

For a sign of how the food inflation tax is likely to get worse before it gets better, have a 
read of Poor Weather Delays Midwest Crop Planting from The Wall Street Journal. The 
numbers are disheartening. Over 68% of the winter wheat crop in the U.S. has suffered 
from severe drought and the spring wheat crop is gripped with excessive moisture. Only 
27% of the nation's spring wheat has been planted and 22% for corn versus the norm of 
50% for this time of the year.   
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“His speeches have regularly been the most eloquent – a true joy to read his somewhat 
excessive Texas exuberance in explaining both the successes and the possible excesses of 

monetary policy.” 

http://www.alloyacorp.org/invest/invest-learn/wrv/
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And in the meantime, pressures on food production continue to build. Farmers are facing a myriad of challenges, 
including fertilizer shortages, drought and adverse weather, along with a U.S. bird flu outbreak that’s killed almost 10% 
of the country’s egg laying hens. Plus, the war in Ukraine and its effect on fertilizer supply and fuel markets only 
exacerbate the problems. All those factors will likely lead to reduced crops, livestock feed, meat and other food supplies 
which could add to higher food prices in the future. 

 

As a result of these factors, the global food price index reached a record high. With food-at-home representing the 
majority of food's 14.5% weighting in the headline CPI basket, higher wheat prices will be a contributing factor in 
maintaining sticky-high price levels. Worse still, this is a disaster for low- and middle-class households and more 
generally a deflationary tax on the consumer than it is a true source of inflation – certainly not an inflation that central 
banks can do anything about.  

 

Shades of the 1930s Dust Bowl, but this one is global. 

 

JUST IN TIME 

Since the end of April, the price of gasoline has jumped by 10% to a record $4.52 per gallon. Meanwhile some states, 
such as California, are reporting spiraling prices of up to $5.98 this past week. Year-over-year, prices have soared 50% 
from a year ago. Now drivers are spending more than $100 to fill up on full tank of regular unleaded gas in nearly a third 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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of the country. And it may get worse as we move forward. JP Morgan published a report saying that by August, the 
average price at the pumps will test $6.20 a gallon. Get this, a national gas station chain (‘76’) is reprogramming its 
pumps in Washington state to accommodate the possibility of $10-a-gallon gasoline. Still want that F-150? All of this 
comes just in time for summer driving season which officially starts on Memorial Day.  

 

And while gasoline is up a lot. Diesel is REALLY up a lot. Year-over-year, the price of diesel has spiked by 84% – soaring 
from $3.03 per gallon to $5.57 per gallon. While most of us don’t drive 18 wheelers, consumers get to pay for diesel 
prices sooner or later via higher costs of the goods since nearly all goods are transported by truck for at least part of the 
way. These higher fuel prices will be passed on.    

 

IS THE CONSUMER CRACKING?  

If the household sector balance sheet is so robust and stuffed with cash, why are consumers tapping their lines of credit 
to an extent that we have not seen in over two decades? Look at the boom in credit card debt. As noted last week in this 
space, credit card debt soared in March, the biggest monthly increase on record – and at an interest rate now that tops 
18%. The consumer credit numbers clearly demonstrate, any savings that U.S. middle class households may have stored 
away courtesy of stimulus checks are now gone. Long gone.   

“In reality, it was all the free money, eviction moratoriums, increased participants on SNAP & a stock market boom, now 
fading…25% increase in food stamps was executive ordered into existence starting 10/1/21 & credit card spending 

growing at record rate.” — Danielle DiMartino Booth 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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Not only is consumer credit on the rise, but there has been a pickup in mortgage-equity withdrawal where homeowners 
take out a loan against the equity in their property. More than 40% of refinancings in the final quarter of last year saw 
homeowners pull cash out of their homes. Both dynamics are supporting spending.  

Notably, the share of cash-out refi mortgages insured by the FHA – includes subprime mortgages and low down-
payment mortgages – rose to 27% of all cash-out refi mortgages, up from a share of 10% at the beginning of the year. 

This indicates that higher risk borrowers are experiencing more stress due to inflation. Not a healthy trend and appears 
to be an act of desperation.  

 

It would appear that some or maybe many American households may be facing some strain from the “screwflation” of 
soaring food and energy prices. And this strain is now being seen in the lower income demographic. See Subprime 
Borrowers Struggle with Car Loans, Credit Cards from The Wall Street Journal. Indeed, not every household has a pristine 
balance sheet. To wit: the share of subprime credit cards and personal loans that are 60 days' or more in delinquency 
have risen sequentially now for six months in a row. More than 11% of general-purpose credit card loans for borrowers 
with sub-620 credit scores are in arrears; car loans and lease delinquency rates are at near-record levels of 8.5%. 

ATTENTION SHOPPERS 

“This could be the year of clearances and deals.” – excerpted from  
Stores Have an Inventory Problem, The Wall Street Journal 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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Last week was an absolute bloodbath for retail. Let’s start with the #1 retailer in America. Walmart’s earnings release 
provided a window into the challenge that the U.S. consumer and corporate profitability both face.   

On the earnings front, earnings per share missed the mark last quarter due to higher-than-expected cost pressures. In 
fact, things have been worse than anticipated, with management downgrading its outlook on earnings to around -1% for 
the full year from the “mid-single digit” mark previously provided. This is despite a +4% outlook in net sales, meaning a 
hit to margins is negatively impacting corporate profits.  

On the revenue side, Walmart beat expectations, but the entire gain came from higher prices. The company reported 
“low double digit” and “high single digit” increases in grocery and health/wellness spending, respectively, alongside “low 
double digit” declines in general merchandise.  

 
Source: Fox News 

And it wasn’t just Walmart. Target got absolutely smooshed, plummeting 30% – the most since Black Monday in 1987. 
Ross Stores gut crushed by 25% from the highs after cutting its full-year guidance. Ditto for Kohl’s. It was not just the 
brick-and-mortar retailers. The e-commerce stocks were bloodied as well with double digit declines. In all, some $550 
billion in market value was erased from consumer stocks over the past five days. But the fact that Walmart and Target 
have broken down to mid-2020 lows is a breathtaking event. These are not concept stocks. This is about the American 
consumer.   

Part of the problem is that stores are awash in products that consumers don’t want. The rising cost of everything is 
forcing shoppers to make tough decisions. Walmart and Target both said more customers are trading down to cheaper, 
private-label groceries. This is especially true among those on lower incomes (a significant portion of Walmart’s 
customers). To repeat, other than perhaps those at the top of the income pyramid there’s a lack of pent-up demand and 
“excess savings.” Indeed, management was sure to point out fading stimulus spending as a reason for the drop in 
discretionary item purchases. Walmart also had its worst day since 1987. 

The retailers now find themselves flush with clothes, televisions and other discretionary items that customers aren’t 
buying as they channel more spending into basic needs and services. As a result, the companies took markdowns that 
eroded profits. 

"Their wallets are being squeezed and so they're coming into the store and they're being a bit more mindful of the 
brands they are buying and what is going in their basket." – Kohl’s CEO 

“The needs are squeezing out the wants.” – Michael Baker, analyst at D.A. Davidson 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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This is typically what happens first heading into a recession. Shoppers become more discreet and "trade down" as they 
switch from discretionary purchases to lower-margin items. The good news is that this ends up hitting the "inflation 
story" hard, because chains like Walmart, Kohl's, and Target are now stuck with excessive inventories. Have a look at 
Stores Have an Inventory Problem from The Wall Street Journal and focus your attention on this one line: “This could be 
the year of clearances and deals.” 

CRACKS IN THE FOUNDATION 

Indeed! The NAHB survey of homebuilder sentiment fell for the fifth straight month in May to its lowest since June 2020. 
Even still it has a long way to go to catch down to homebuyer sentiment. Additionally, this is a stretch of weakness not 
seen since the 2006/07 bursting of the housing bubble. 

 

In terms of the details, the most important forward-looking indicator did not provide any relief with the “traffic of 
prospective buyers” subindex plummeting nine points to its lowest level since June 2020.   

By region, builder sentiment declined in all regions except the Northeast, seeing the sentiment actually increase +2 
points to sit at a four-month high. The Midwest (-11 points; lowest since June 2020), South (-6 points; lowest since July 
2020) and West (-11 points; lowest since June 2020) continue to head in reverse. With the homebuilding stocks in a bear 
market, having fallen more than 30% from their highs, there was nothing in the NAHB sentiment survey to indicate the 
worst is over. 

MORTGAGE ACTIVITY CRASHES 

The average for a 30-year loan rose to 5.5% last week, up from 2.94% a year prior and the highest since 2009. Not 
surprisingly, rising interest rates are continuing to weigh on the beaten-up mortgage market as applications plunged 
11.0% month-over-month. MBA mortgage applications are now down roughly 56% on a year-over-year basis to the 
lowest level since December 2018 and are off a whopping 67% from the peak posted in January 2021. 

"The housing market is facing growing challenges …Building material costs are up 19% from a year ago, in less than 
three months mortgage rates have surged to a 12-year high and based on current affordability conditions, less than 
50% of new and existing home sales are affordable for a typical family. Entry-level and first-time home buyers are 

especially bearing the brunt of this rapid rise in mortgage rates." 
 – Robert Dietz, Chief Economist at the NAHB 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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Much of the weakness was attributed to a sharp drop-off in mortgage applications for purchase (-11.9%; biggest decline 
since April 2020!) as the combination of higher yields and affordability constraints associated with the unabated run-up 
in home prices continued to weigh heavily on homebuyer demand. 

Applications for mortgages to refinance an existing mortgage dropped further, having plunged all year amid higher 
mortgage rates. Refinancings were down -9.5% month-over-month; now down two months in a row – bringing this 
gauge down an incredible 76% year-over-year. 

 

In its report, the Mortgage Bankers Association added that “prospective homebuyers have been put off by higher rates 
and worsening affordability conditions” – namely the ridiculous spike in home prices over the past 18 months on top of 
the surge in prior years, combined with mortgage rates returning to what would have been still very low rates a couple 
of decades ago.  

And it’s not just mortgage rates: The MBA added that “general uncertainty about the near-term economic outlook, as 
well as recent stock market volatility, may be causing some households to delay their home search.” 

This makes sense. Let’s face it, it’s unnerving for people who’ve come to expect eternal and easy riches from stocks. If 
you were going to borrow your down-payment by taking out a margin loan against your soaring stocks, you may now 
have second thoughts, that’s for sure. And it’s not confidence-inspiring for people who’d expected to use their crypto 
gambling wins to buy a house with. 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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WE HAVEN’T SEEN ANYTHING YET 

Soaring mortgage rates, plunging mortgage applications, housing starts and permits slumping, homebuilder sentiment 
hammered, it is no surprise that U.S. existing home sales fell 2.4% month-over-month. This is the third straight monthly 
decline in existing home sales and was the ninth month in a row of year-over-year declines, even as supply of homes 
listed for sale continued to rise. Existing home sales have now skidded to the pre-pandemic level.  

 

But we haven’t seen anything yet. The sales figures are based on sales that largely closed in April and were negotiated in 
March with mortgage rates from January through March when these buyers applied for mortgages and obtained 
guaranteed mortgage rates (rate locks) that are good for a period of time, such as three months, to buy a home with. 
The green box shows the mortgage rates that applied to purchases that closed in April, roughly in the range from 3.2% 
to 4.2%. Judging by the continued surge in mortgage rates, this slump in existing home sales is far from over. 

 

But even as sales are coming down, listed homes are still selling swiftly, and home prices are much higher than a year 
ago. The median selling price rose 14.8% from a year earlier, to a record $391,200 in April. This is why. The bottom has 
fallen out with homes selling for less than $500,000. But sales are strong at the high end, just as in California, which 
changes the mix, which skews the median price (= the middle price, with 50% of homes selling for more, and 50% selling 
for less). However, with the median American household needing over one-third of its income (35%) to cover mortgage 
payments, further suppressing housing demand, look for home prices to turn down in short order. 

“Higher home prices and sharply higher mortgage rates have reduced buyer activity…It looks like more declines are 
imminent in the upcoming months.” – NAR 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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On a regional basis led by for the eighth consecutive month, the South recorded the highest pace of price appreciation in 
comparison to the other three regions. Additionally, the South is the only region to report year-over-year double-digit 
price gains. 

 

To me the question is how much longer the Fed can hike rates before the cracks in the foundation ultimately break, 
making the housing market the next shoe to drop in the U.S. economy. Of course, the bulls will still point to the strong 
fundamentals which underly housing: like other sectors, there is a big supply versus demand imbalance as inventories 
available for sale are still near historic lows, labor in the construction sector is constrained with immigration down, and 
millennials are aging into their peak earning and home-buying years.  

Needless to say, a housing crash would be a bad thing for the U.S. economy for which the housing sector is of 
paramount importance. A house is usually the biggest asset in American’s savings which means that a significant decline 
will have a much broader and bigger impact on the economy. Housing also comprises a large chunk of the labor force.   

One thing is certain: Housing, and its fate, will serve as the earliest guide to the Fed, rates and the U.S. economy. 

FIVE-MONTH HIGH!  

Last week, Fed Chairman Jerome Powell offered up some unambiguously hawkish rhetoric, saying that the Fed was 
prepared to hike until there was "clear and convincing" evidence that inflation was starting to roll over. He said the Fed 
was willing to go past neutral in order to accomplish that, and he acknowledged that doing so may not be painless, as it 
may involve inducing a rise in the unemployment rate, which is to say layoffs. 

On this note, it may be worth paying attention a bit more to what we're already seeing in the labor market. We know 
just based on news reports, that tech companies are cutting back on hiring. And some startups have announced layoffs. 
Even some larger ones (like Amazon and Netflix,) are trimming workers. 

As we move forward, there will be the likely progression: hiring freeze > hours cut > layoffs. I just expect we'll progress 
through it faster than most are currently imagining. 

In fact, we've seen weekly Initial Jobless Claims drift up since the middle of March, hooking up to 218,000 from 197,000, 
the highest tally since January 22, 2022. While still historically low, it’s the change rather than the level that is the key. 

“I think the "Great Resignation" is poised to flip over into the "Great UnRetirement/Please-May-I-Have-My-Job-Back" 
movement way faster than most can imagine.” – Adam Taggart 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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On this score, the four-week moving average extended its ascent for the sixth consecutive week (199,000 from 191,000). 
This measure has now risen nearly 30,000 from the cycle low. It's time to start watching that weekly claims number a 
little more closely. Slowing inflation through the employment channel is a way the Fed operates.   

 

MARKET OUTLOOK AND PORTFOLIO STRATEGY 

The economy is withstanding an epic inflation shock, a contractionary fiscal shock, a huge dollar shock, a negative equity 
wealth shock and a rates shock. From October to March, the U.S. economy has declined outright at a 2.4% annual rate. 
And in the past, this has only happened in recessions.  

Real disposable personal income has now contracted in six of the past seven months. And just as the inflation shock is 
hitting the low end and the middle class, the negative equity wealth effect is being felt at the upper echelons. As sure as 
night follows day, consumer spending will follow suit. 

And then let's add on the interest rate shock, which has put the housing and mortgage market in the penalty box. And 
the once bullet proof stock markets are skidding. Year-to-date, the tech laden Nasdaq is down 30%. The S&P 500 has 
declined almost 20% from the peak and wide swaths of stocks are down much more than that. Since peaking, 
$8,000,000,000,000 has been wiped out from the S&P 500’s market cap. Up in smoke.     

But as bad as equity markets have been, the crypto landscape has been torched.  

Case in point, the ‘blue-chip’ asset of crypto, Bitcoin, is down more than -55% from its highs. Never mind Luna... which 
flew Mach 3 from $118 dollars just over a month ago, to a tiny fraction of a fraction (of another fraction) of a penny 
today. It wouldn't be hyperbolic to call that a bloodbath. 

 

“It’s going to be hard to avoid some kind of recession.” – Wells Fargo CEO Charles Scharf 
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Meanwhile, “if” (and that’s a very BIG IF) the Fed does all it is pledging to do, with higher rates and a shrinking balance 
sheet, the de facto tightening will come to around 400 basis points. You have to go back to the early 1980s to see the 
last time the Fed got so aggressive in such a such a short timeframe.    

If the Fed tightens monetary policy as planned the rate cycle is likely to be truncated and then quickly followed by rate 
cuts. This is because the U.S. is the most leveraged and asset dependent economy of all time. As such, it is highly 
dependent on rates staying low. If Powell raises rates to the extent being discussed, he will surely kill inflation along with 
everything else.  

Moreover, consider the odds. Historically, Fed rate hikes have consistently led to poor outcomes for the economy and 
investors. The Fed has embarked on 14 tightening cycles since 1950 and 11 landed the economy in a recession and the 
stock market in a bear phase. That’s a nearly 80% probability.  

Let’s all “hope” for a “soft landing”, but “hope” is not an effective investment strategy. We have reached peak economic 
growth and peak liquidity. What follows is the natural expunging of the excesses (meme stocks, cryptocurrencies, 
speculative Nasdaq 100 stocks, even residential real estate, which is in a huge price bubble of its own). Then… the 
rebirth. This is all part of the economic and market cycle.  

I also believe that as the economy slows, the inflation scare is going to pass very soon. Yes, food and energy prices will 
remain painfully high as discussed above. Not much the Fed can do about that. But core (ex food and energy) inflation is 
likely to decline. The surging dollar will dampen the price of imported goods. Inventories are shifting from scarce to 
excessive and that means retailers will  launch major discounting programs to expedite the inventory burn.  The growth 
in money supply has literally collapsed and money velocity has no pulse. Over the past 12 months, fiscal policy has 
shifted from extreme stimulus to restraint. Thus, while both monetary policy and fiscal were rowing in the same 
direction in 2020, the same is true in 2022 -- just in the opposite direction. And last but not least, layoffs are rising while 
hiring plans retreat. 

Bottom line: Inflation is going to melt in the coming year.   

To which I say – buy bonds. 

MORE INFORMATION 

For more information about credit union investment strategy, portfolio allocation and security selection, please contact 

“Expansions don’t die of old age. I like to say they get murdered.” – Former Fed Chair Ben Bernanke 
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the author at tom.slefinger@alloyacorp.org or (800) 782-2431, ext. 2753. 

Tom Slefinger, Senior Vice President, Director of Institutional Fixed Income Sales, and Registered Representative of ISI 
has more than 40 years of fixed income portfolio management experience. He has developed and successfully managed 
various high profile domestic and global fixed income mutual funds. Tom has extensive expertise in trading and 
managing virtually all types of domestic and foreign fixed income securities, foreign exchange, and derivatives in 
institutional environments.  

At Alloya Investment Services, Tom is responsible for developing and managing operations associated with institutional 
fixed income sales. In addition to providing strategic direction, Tom is heavily involved in analyzing portfolios, developing 
investment portfolio strategies, and identifying appropriate sectors and securities with the goal of optimizing investment 
portfolio performance at the credit union level.  

The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Alloya Corporate Federal Credit Union, 
Alloya Investment Services (a division of Alloya Solutions, LLC), its affiliates, or its employees. The information set forth herein has been obtained or 
derived from sources believed by the author to be reliable. However, the author does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, 
as to the information's accuracy or completeness, nor does the author recommend that the attached information serve as the basis of any 
investment decision and it has been provided to you solely for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an 
offer, or any advice or recommendation, to purchase any securities or other financial instruments, and may not be construed as such.  

Information is prepared by ISI Registered Representatives for general circulation and is distributed for general information only. This information 
does not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situations or needs of any specific individual or organization that may receive this 
report. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer, or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities. All 
opinions, prices, and yields contained herein are subject to change without notice. Investors should understand that statements regarding prospects 
might not be realized. Please contact Alloya Investment Services* to discuss your specific situation and objectives.  

*Alloya Investment Services is division of Alloya Solutions, LLC. 
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